ABSTRACT
This paper describes PMML extensions for the modular open source data analytics platform KNIME adding preprocessing support and the ability to edit existing PMML code. It is also shown how the PMML model representation in KNIME can be used within meta learning schemes such as boosting and bagging.
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1. INTRODUCTION
KNIME is a modular, open platform for data integration, processing, analysis, and exploration [1]. The visual representation of the analysis steps enables the entire knowledge discovery process to be intuitively modeled and documented in a user-friendly and comprehensive fashion. From the beginning KNIME has supported open standards for exchanging data and models. Early on, support for the Predictive Model Markup Language (PMML) [2] was added and most of the KNIME mining modules natively support PMML, including association analysis, clustering, regressions, neural network, and tree models. With the latest KNIME release, PMML support was enhanced to cover PMML 4.0.

Many existing tools enable predictive models to be exported as PMML, however preprocessing steps cannot usually be included in the export. This, of course, limits applicability of the resulting PMML code substantially. To advance the understanding of PMML and its preprocessing capabilities, Guazzelli et al. [4] recently made a tool available to the data mining community called the “Transformations Generator”. This interactive tool allows PMML code to be generated for a sequence of preprocessing steps. The caveat here is that whenever PMML code is made available, it needs to be manually copied to an existing PMML file. The newest version of KNIME, which now includes support for a number of preprocessing nodes, takes this several steps further since it allows for the automatic placement of preprocessing PMML code inside a model file. As a result, not only the predictive models but also the steps required to clean up and transform the data can be visually modeled as a KNIME workflow and exported into (or imported from) one coherent PMML file.

In addition, KNIME nodes can be used to replace parts of an existing PMML file with the result that KNIME workflows can be used to modify PMML code. Finally, the expanded PMML support now means that built-in meta-learning schemes, such as boosting and bagging can be used to generate, manage, and evaluate ensembles of PMML documents in KNIME.

2. GENERATION OF PMML MODELS
Most of the KNIME mining modules natively support PMML. Several PMML models can be produced as well as consumed, such as TreeModel, NeuralNetwork, ClusteringModel, RegressionModel, GeneralRegressionModel, SupportVectorMachineModel. Besides being used as an internal storage format, PMML provides the flexibility to export those models for usage in all PMML enabled scoring engines like the Zementis ADAPA Decision Engine [3]. In the opposite direction it allows KNIME to consume models produced by other tools and use them for scoring.

A typical workflow for learning and applying a decision tree model is illustrated in Figure 1. After reading in the data it is partitioned into two data sets, one for training the decision tree model in the “Decision Tree Learner” and an independent test data set to validate the trained model using the “Decision Tree Predictor”. Finally the model and the prediction are evaluated in the “Scorer” which calculates a confusion matrix and accuracy statistics and the results can be interactively explored with the “Interactive Table”. The exchange of the PMML model in the workflow is symbolized by the two connected small blue squares attached to
Figure 1: Workflow creating a PMML decision tree model and applying it to test data.
the learner and predictor node.

The “PMML Reader” and “PMML Writer” provide import and export functionality facilitating the exchange of PMML with other tools. Figure 2 shows a typical application of those two nodes. Instead of providing the learned model directly to the predictor as shown in the previous example it is passed to the “PMML Writer” which produces a PMML file that is written to disk. Its counterpart the “PMML Reader” allows externally produced PMML models to be imported and applied to data that is read into KNIME whereupon the results can be explored.

3. ADDING PMML PREPROCESSING

The recent KNIME release (version 2.4) comes with additional PMML capabilities. Extending the functionality described in the previous section, many preprocessing nodes offer PMML support and can be included in the generated PMML document. This functionality permits entire data processing flows to be visually modeled in KNIME and exported to PMML. The workflow in Figure 3 shows how multiple preprocessing steps are added to a learned PMML clustering model. The general idea behind the PMML preprocessing support in KNIME is that all preprocessing nodes that are capable of providing or interpreting PMML are given additional “PMML Ports” which are represented by the small blue rectangles. This enables an existing PMML (fragment) to be fed into a node, which subsequently adds more information to the incoming PMML code. All nodes which have connected PMML Ports are part of the PMML

Figure 2: Import and export of PMML models.

Figure 3: Creating a PMML model including preprocessing steps.

flow in KNIME and are reflected in the final PMML document. Other nodes like “Missing Value” in the example are not visible in the produced PMML. This approach facilitates determination of precisely which parts are added to the PMML and visualizes this selection.

4. VISUAL EDITING OF PMML

Besides exporting PMML-enabled parts of KNIME workflows as PMML, the content of imported PMML models created by other PMML producers can be modified within KNIME. Figure 4 shows a workflow that adds a number of preprocessing operations to an imported PMML model. First a normalization followed by a binning operation and a string conversion is performed. Those operations are then integrated into the PMML model imported by the PMML Reader and exported to a PMML document in the PMML Writer.

Figure 4: Modifying an existing PMML model to include preprocessing steps.

The light blue incoming ports are optional while the dark blue ports must be connected.
It is also possible to integrate additional PMML models into an existing PMML document, replace transformations and models or to remove them. This permits existing PMML documents to be edited in a visually well-documented workflow without touching the underlying XML structure and worrying about the validity of the PMML XML-schema.

5. META-LEARNING WITH PMML

The recently introduced PMML data type enables multiple PMML models to be collected in data tables, together with additional information such as model weights. This makes it possible to model meta-learning schemes, such as boosting [5] and bagging [6] as simple KNIME workflows and ultimately also allows the generation of ensembles of PMML models\(^3\). Figure 5 shows a workflow for a boosting approach. The general idea behind boosting is to combine multiple weak classifiers weighted by their accuracy into one strong learner (for more details see [5]). The upper part of figure 5 contains the workflow that reads the training data and feeds it into the “Boosting Learner” meta-node which is shown in the lower part. It contains a loop that trains a configurable number of weak learners and weights them by their scoring accuracy. The result is a weighted ensemble of PMML models that can be used for prediction with a “Boosting Predictor”.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this short paper we have demonstrated the new PMML preprocessing support introduced in the KNIME 2.4 release. In addition to adding support for PMML-preprocessing it is now also possible to modify (parts of) existing PMML codes modeled by KNIME workflows. We concluded by showing how meta- learning schemes such as boosting can also be modeled in KNIME and how this can be extended to create PMML code for ensembles of models.
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\(^3\)In the current version a collection of PMML documents is created that contains one model each. Future versions will incorporate support for model ensembles within one PMML document.